We present a finite matricial bi-dimensional structure of the ordinary coordinate frame based on the contraction of the Dirac Γ matrices in Weyl representation to the derivatives in a D = 4n + 2 spinorial models. Particularly we treat space-times with signatures (2n + 1, 2n + 1) and show two sets of independent matricial coordinates that we analyze as ordinary ones.
Introduction
In the last years High Energy Physics was centered in the research on higher dimension worlds and its models, particularly strings, M-Theory, membranes. The reflections on our ordinary four dimensions has been developed a compactification machinery where the remained non-compactfied dimensions could revealed, at least, some of the behaviors which are explained by the standards procedures. Many ways to reach four dimension ordinary space-time have been studied, where the claim is that many of these compactification procedures imply correlations between some theories. It is believed that (Super)Membranes, M(atrix) Theory and M-theory are interconnected [1] and one of the common point is between them to represent the coordinates involved in matrices sets. In fact we have many clues that the matricial formulation have important features that could give some understanding about the higher dimension models [2, 3, 4, 5, 6] . Moreover, very recently an infinite matricial behavior of the strings coordinates bring the attention of the researchers and it has been in a great developing. It means that matricial behavior is an important ingredient to these models and it is worth to analyze in many ways.
From a different starting point, we are going to study in particular D = 4n + 2 dimensional field models and show their finite matricial bidimensional behavior. This behavior is particularly obtained when one contracts the Γ Dirac matrices in the Weyl representation to the coordinates (and to the fields) not only to the derivatives [7, 8] .We point out that we are going to develop the firsts steps to built a finite dimensional matricial calculus. For this purpose we explore the finite dimensional matricial behavior of a matricial coordinate frame and to extend it to some simple field models.
The outline of this work is in the following. In Section 2 we recollect the Weyl representation of the Γmatrices obtained in the work [7] , we apply this procedure to the spinorial field and we show its natural separation into two sets of coordinates accommodated in a matricial way as ordinary ones. We also show the possible double signatures, as Euclidean, de Sitter and Anti-de Sitter to the "overall" Minkowskian and Euclidean signatures, and the possible matricial Lorentz group as well. In Section 3 we establish a matricial bi-dimensional action principle and an extended Leibniz rule (we call Dirac-Leibniz rule). In Section 4 we compute the collective equations of motion to the spinorial fields and we obtain a matricial holomorphism to the massless model. Finally, we conclude this work making some comments and speculating about possible future applications of this procedure.
The Spinorial Field and The Two Matricial
Coordinate Case
In this Section we are going to treat an ordinary D = 4n + 2 massless spinorial model where we plug in the Dirac matrices in Weyl representation in a space-time with (2n + 1, 2n + 1) signature. We will obtain a natural matricial behavior of two sets of coordinates contracting with d = 2n + 1 Dirac (preserving-algebra) matrices. We explore this matricial (or collective) behavior of two separate preserving-Dirac-algebra sets of coordinates toward to introduce a toy matricial bidimensional calculus and extend it to the fields. It is largely noted that there are many textbooks which have studied the contraction of the Dirac Γ matrices to the coordinates. However due to the lack of extra independent structures they do not go far than the complex geometry and group analysis of space-time [9] . As a matter of fact, if we particularly deal with Weyl representation of the Γ matrices we gain a matricial bi-dimensional structure as we are going to show. To this aim we are going to develop the firsts steps toward the understanding of matricial coordinates and fields in this approach basing ourselves on the formalism obtained in previous works [7, 8] .
To start with, let us write the Weyl representation of the Γ matrices in any even D dimension [7] , namely
where σ x , σ y are the Pauli matrices, γ m q , γm p are the Dirac matrices in q + 1 and p + 1 dimensions respectively with p and q even, and for completeness we take γ m 0 = γm 0 = 1 1 0 = 1. So the dimension D is equal to p + q + 2. In particular, we are interested in working with two sets of Dirac matrices with same dimensionality which impose that p = q leading to D = 4n + 2 with
where ψ a− and ψ a+ are Dirac spinors and the spinorial index a (Latin letters) run from 1 to 2 [
] ( the squared parenthesis means that we only take the integer part), we can write the Dirac Lagrangian as
where
are a kind of matricial light-cone coordinates. For the sake of simplicity in the last term we have dropped the spinorial indexes out. Notice that, adopting this matricial derivative formulation the Lagrangian (3) has an explicit bi-dimensional form. We must stress that this construction is highly dependent on the "specific" Weyl representation of the Γ matrices. It is easy to notice that
This commutation relation gives us the property of "splitting" the two sets of coordinates labelled by m and m (each one with the same dimension d = D 2 ) into two matricial independent coordinates. Therefore, we have defined two commuting derivatives as matrix operators with a bi-spinorial representation which carries closed separated Dirac algebras underlined 1 . Therefore, the contraction of the ordinary derivatives to the Dirac matrices in Weyl representation driven us to rephrase the Dirac Lagrangian with two matricial derivatives and two sets of 2 d spinorial components where the matricial derivatives act on. We can write the matricial derivatives in a naive way as
This procedure do arise a matricial bi-dimensional form indicating a collective dynamics of the two blocks Dirac
each (ψ a+ and ψ a− components of the original Weyl spinor).
Recalling, the Dirac Lagrangian (3) has a covariant formulation due to the contraction of the Dirac matrices to the ordinary derivatives, namely Γ µ ∂ µ ≡ / ∂. This contraction indicates that we can deal with the matricial derivative / ∂ as a "block" operator. So, in principle, we can introduce matricial coordinates / x, or
which analogously to the derivative we can be re-written as
Notice that X 0 and X 1 are matricial coordinates with bi-spinorial indexes that commute between themselves. At this point, one can argue whether the matricial coordinates X 0 and X 1 could be interpret as ordinary ones in (5). This question has been partially answered in the references [7, 8] . One of our goals in the present work is to answer this question in a affirmative way. The main corollaries of the positive answer reveal a possible establishment of a matricial calculus, a finite matricial field theory, and a matricial functional calculus. Unfortunately the geometrical interpretation is yet obscure. We are going to develop the firsts steps in this direction. At this point we must remark that is very important to define the signature and the group properties of this space since we are dealing with two matricial dimensions. If we plan to borrow ordinary bi-dimensional physics models we have to put at the same level the two matricial coordinates and try to convince ourselves that they can behave as block coordinates. It imposes us to have an "overall" metric. This is dictated by the Pauli matrices iσ y and σ x in the expression (1) which promote the two matricial coordinates to a "collective time" and "collective space", or matricial Minkowski, directions analogous to two manifolds with constraints We bring the reader's attention to the very interesting fact that in the "overall" or collective Minkowski case, the two sets of coordinates have inverse collective metric. The particular case (with a collective Minkowskian metric) with two Anti-de Sitter(AdS) flat space-times (which has 3 space-like directions and 2 time-like directions) can admit a real representation of the Γ matrices. It induces two real matricial coordinates where the inverse collective metric sign is the result of a i in front of the σ y . In this real case it could represent a complex extension of the five coordinates in block and consequently a complex extension of the Dirac algebra indicating an underlined Z 2 symmetry. We can remark the natural presence of de Sitter and Anti-de Sitter flats space-times, Z 2 and/or complex extensions are susceptible to speculations about application to strings models in AdS spaces and compactifications.
Up to now we have only re-wrote our equations in terms of the matricial elements coming from the space-time structure dictates by the Γ matrices previously defined. So we have to formalize a matricial calculus in order to go on performing computations. To this aim we have to recall the work [7] , where to the splitting method was shown the correct form of the derivatives, or
where d is the dimension of the two matricial sectors. This factor appears in order to normalize the derivatives (4). This definition gives the correct free operation of the derivatives indicating the independence of the two matricial coordinates. So we have to re-formulate the field models. Extending to the matricial light-cone formulation we have ∂ + = ∂ 1 + ∂ 0 , and ∂ − = ∂ 1 − ∂ 0 with the above definition of matricial derivative.
The Bi-dimensional Matricial Action Principle: A Modified Leibniz Rule
In this Section, we will define a matricial bi-dimensional action principle. For this purpose let us assume a matricial bi-dimensional Lagrangian in the sense that it is a function of matricial elements,
The variation commutes with the ordinary derivative, so we can define a matricial functional action in two matricial dimensions as
The action will be a matricial functional induced by the matricial coordinates. So, we can take the Lagrangian as a matricial function of the generalized matricial coordinates X α and is respective derivative ∂ β X α to compute the equations of motion. We have to remark that the above action is not the ordinary one, it certainly gives the dynamics of the two sets of the coordinates (or fields) indicating a collective dynamical constraint of the ordinary coordinates in order to preserve the overall (matricial) symmetry (a SO(1, 1) "overall" Lorentz group).
To compute derivative operations we have to observe that ∂ 0 and ∂ 1 do not obey a ordinary Leibniz rule. Indeed the derivatives obey a ordinary Leibniz rule when they apply to a different sector coordinate or function (field). However when we apply to the same sector element we have to bear in mind the Dirac algebra
and equivalent to "m" sector, so we obtain a composite Dirac algebra and Leibniz rule (or shortly we can call Dirac-Leibniz rule),
where we define two "new" derivatives:∂ represents an anti-symmetrical operation and ∂ represents the symmetrical operation dictated by the Dirac algebra. The "1" sector have an analogous form. For the cross sectors the above two derivatives behave as the ordinary (symmetrical) ones, or as ∂. Therefore a general Lagrangian is L = L X α , ∂ β X α ,∂ β X α which obeys the matricial variational principle:
where the M index of the integral means that we are performing the integral in a bidimensional matricial space. As it is a general Lagrangian up to a vectorial case we can divide have two cases:
1) The matricial field comes from an ordinary vectorial field which has a vectorial index or X m Γ m = X 0 , X m Γ m = X 1 . In this case due to the Dirac matrices algebra, we have the Dirac-Leibniz rule (10) . This approach reveal similarities to the Grassmanian derivative features for the∂, as for instance in the supersymmetric derivative algebra. The other derivative (∂) is similar to the ordinary (commuting) one. In consequence we have the full variation as was wrote in (11) . This case we are going to be presented in a forthcoming paper [11] .
2) The matricial field comes from an ordinary scalar spinorial one. In this case, the matricial field is proportional to the identity matrix or Φ A 1 1, where A is a generalized, but not vectorial, index. In consequence the Leibniz rule of the matricial derivative has the same rule as the ordinary one. In this case we indeed have the action similar to the ordinary bi-dimensional models, namely
We are particularly treat this case in this work.
Equation of Motion and The Energy-Momentum Tensor of the Matricial Spinorial and Scalar Fields
Let us analyze the above action principle applied to the spinorial and scalar fields. Taking the Lagrangian (3) and the definition (2), and assuming an equivalence to the ordinary bidimensional integral calculus, we obtain
where the index α, β run over + and −, they represent a matricial light-cone reference frame. For the sake of simplicity, we had dropped out the spinorial indexes. The fact that the starting with a Majorana-Weyl spinor field we have a similar approach as a ordinary bi-dimensional spinorial model . Then the equations of motion are:
Observe that we have a matricial holomorphic characteristic of the fields imitating an ordinary bi-dimensional model. It could represent a sort of a collective integrability. Taking the ordinary scalar field Lagrangian in D = 4n + 2 , or L sc = ∂ µ φ∂ µ φ − m 2 φ 2 ,where µ = 0, ..., 4n + 1, we can rewrite the Lagrangian in the matricial version. Applying the same procedure used in spinorial case at the beginning of this work given by the expression (3) and (8), we have
where all the operators are matricial ones, namely Φ ≡ φ1 1, the derivative are define in (4)
, and α, β = 0, 1. The metric tensor η αβ represents an "overall" metric which means a collective structure of the two sets of D 2 coordinates. In a "overall" matricial Minkowskian space-time the equations will appear in the same form as an ordinary (1+1) dimensional Klein-Gordon Lagrangian. Moreover, if we re-scale the field Φ and the mass term m we reach a matricial model with the same ordinary form. The Euler-Lagrange equation to the field Φ is compute using the expression (13) applied to (15) where we obtain the equation of motion
where M = η αβ ∂ α ∂ β = η α β ∂ α ∂ β = 2∂ + ∂ − and choosing m = 0 the equation reduces to
What implies that the massless matricial scalar field Φ is holomorphic in light-cone matricial coordinates. This interesting result of the collective behavior of the coordinates driven us to speculate about the possibility of collective integrability in high (D = 4n + 2) dimension models. The energy-momentum tensor is compute as an example of the matricial calculus. To the matricial spinorial field we take the Lagrangian (3), we obtain the improved matricial energy-momentum tensor:
bearing in mind that the bi-dimensional flat metric tensor η αβ is an overall one which can be treated similarly as the ordinary one. To the matricial scalar field, we get
Notice that the above expression have the same form as the ordinary ones. As these approaches have bi-dimensional characteristics.
Conclusions
In this work we have introduced the firsts steps to the interpretation of a finite matricial bidimensional behavior of simple field theories. It is essentially based on the contraction of the Dirac Γ matrices in the Weyl representation in D = 4n + 2 dimensions to the derivative in the spinorial Lagrangian, based on the work [7] . It was shown that in this representation the spinorial Lagrangian is re-formulated as a matricial bidimensional theory.
We pointed out that the remarkable particular dimensions of these spacetimes are D = 4n + 2 = 2d, which in the Minkowskian "overall" metric case can be separated in two d dimensional Dirac-preserving-algebra spacetimes with inverse metric sign and same dimension. This inversion of metric sign represents a kind of "mirror" characteristic of the separation. The Lorentz Group with a Minkowskian "overall" metric SO(1, 1) with a signature s = d, t = d has two nested lower Lorentz (sub-)Groups with signatures (s, t) where d = s + t. We expect that this mirror characteristic have to do with analicity of the matricial spaces in spite how obscure is the geometric interpretation of a matricial space-time 4 . We have defined a matricial bi-dimensional action principle and a Dirac algebra extension to the Leibniz rule to the matricial derivative, we called Dirac-Leibniz rule. This action principle is related to a matricial or collective dynamics of the two Dirac-preserving algebra sets of elements (coordinates, functions, fields, etc.) accommodated in matrices. As an application we obtain the collective equations of motion of a matricial spinorial and scalar fields.
Emphasizing this bi-dimensional collective behavior we obtain for the massless spinorial and scalar fields an collective holomorphism. This interesting collective and bi-dimensional feature will allow us to go on into speculations about the formulation of extended objects. And we expect that this matricial bi-dimensional feature can possibly represent a "mirror" characteristic of the space-time which could imply to a possible alternative procedure to the compactification scheme. Consequently it could reflect that we can "live" in one face of the mirror and the mass term is our contact to the reflected face space-time. It has the same spirit as the recent Randall-Sundrum [13] and the TeV Gravitation [14] approaches, and the recent research on folding of the branes too [15] .
Remarkably this alternative mirror vision can be only present when the two sets of coordinates are in an "overall" Minkowski space-time. So if we start with this collective features to a D = 10 model, we have two ways to reach five dimensional models and preserve a closed Dirac algebra: or compactifying five dimensions directly as one matricial, or interpret the other set of elements as a hidden one. In these two visions we have only one way to reach four dimensions.
Moreover, we can speculate that a string model can represent a collective behavior of some p-brane 5 . Finally we remark that this formalism have connections with supersymmetry.
